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Antisemitism
#EnoughIsEnough - it’s time to tackle antisemitism in Labour
Over 1,000 members of the Jewish community and its supporters protested in
Parliament Square to tell the leader of the Labour party, Jeremy Corbyn, that Enough
is Enough following repeated accusations of antisemitism in the party.

READ MORE

Oxford plumber found guilty of antisemitic abuse
An Oxford plumber has been handed a £500 fine after being found guilty, by Oxford
Magistrates Court, of violating the Malicious Communications Act for directing
antisemitic abuse against an elderly Jewish couple.

READ MORE

Chelsea FC, CST and partners launch antisemitism campaign
Chelsea FC launched a new campaign to raise awareness and educate Chelsea
staff and players about the dangers of antisemitism in football. The campaign was
officially launched at Stamford Bridge with several CST staff in attendance.

READ MORE

Yad Vashem launches new online antisemitism course
Yad Vashem has launched an innovative online antisemitism course. CST’s Dr Dave
Rich and Mike Whine MBE were both interviewed for the project and CST assisted
with gathering historical material to be used by the students.

READ MORE

Ten Jewish women who fought antisemitism and saved lives
6 February marked the 100 year anniversary of women over 30 being given the vote.
CST commemorates ten, out of many, Jewish women whose heroism, in fighting
against antisemitism and prejudice from the biblical age should be celebrated.

READ MORE

Statement from FA Chief Martin Glenn
Martin Glenn, Chief of the Football Association, met with Jewish community
represenatives following comments in which he bracketed together the Star of David
with the Swastika and other symbols.

READ MORE

Kick it Out reports significant rise in antisemitism
Kick It Out, football’s equality and inclusion organisation, has recorded a “significant
rise” in reports of discrimination at the mid-way stage of the 2017/2018 football
season, with 9% of incidents being antisemitic in nature.

READ MORE

Holocaust Denial and antisemitism in your local indie bookshop
Albion Beatnik is happy to play host to people who are peddlers of Holocaust Denial,
Jew hatred and conspiracy theories. They have hosted notorious figures as Gilad
Atzmon and Nick Kollerstrom and sell David Irving’s books in their history section.

READ MORE

CST Publications
The case against Hizbollah: one party, one flag, one ideology
CST’s new Research Briefing, The Case Against Hizbollah: one party, one ideology,
one flag, explains why Hizbollah should be fully banned in Britain. CST has long
pressed for such a ban to be enacted. CST strongly believes that Hizbollah’s
long documented record of global anti-Jewish and anti-Israel terrorism means
that it must be totally outlawed. Specifically, this requires the removal of the
current artificial legal distinction between the group’s so-called ‘military’ and
‘political’ wings.

READ MORE

Antisemitic Incidents Report 2017
CST’s 2017 Antisemitic Incidents Report, shows that CST recorded 1,382 antisemitic
incidents nationwide in 2017, the highest total CST has ever recorded for a calendar
year. This is a 3 per cent increase from the 1,346 incidents recorded during 2016,
which was itself a record annual total. The previous record high was in 2014, when
CST recorded 1,182 antisemitic incidents. In addition to the 1,382 antisemitic
incidents, a further 872 reports of potential incidents were received by CST in 2017
but were not deemed to be antisemitic and are not included in this total.
READ MORE

Antisemitic Content on Twitter
CST released a landmark report, Antisemitic Content on Twitter, that analysed 2.7
Million twitter posts relating to Jews and antisemitism, posted on Twitter between
October 2015 and October 2016 in the UK. Key lessons from the research report
include confirming that offline spikes in antisemitic discourse increase levels of
anti-Jewish hostility on Twitter; that, antisemitic tweets are less likely to endure on
Twitter than counter-narratives; and a core group of Twitter users hostile to Jews
and Judaism engage and exist in an online ‘echo chamber’ of like-minded users.
READ MORE

CST Events
CST Annual Dinner 2018
The annual dinner is CST’s main fundraising event of the year and was attended by
over 800 guests, including donors, politicians, Police officers, communal partners
and other supporters of CST’s work in protecting our Jewish community.

READ MORE

First Stamford Hill schools meeting
CST is delighted to have hosted the first CST Stamford Hill Schools meeting. CST
invited schools in the area who receive funds through the Government Grant. This
meeting was part of CST’s strengthening engagement with the kehilla.

READ MORE

CST hosts hate crime event with Bury Police
CST held an information evening with Bury Police, part of the Greater Manchester
Police force. The evening was an opportunity to meet the local policing team and
CST and to discuss hate crime and the importance of reporting it.

READ MORE

CST hosts MPs to discuss communal security and antisemitism
CST welcomed a cross-Party delegation of MPs and Politicians to the CST head
office in London as the first stop of a wider Jewish community tour organised by the
All Party Parliamentary Group Against Antisemitism (APPGA).

READ MORE

Second CCTV contractor forum
CST hosted over 30 CCTV contractors from across the Uunited Kingdom at the
second CCTV forum hoted by CST. CST has spent over £11 million on enhancing
physical security measures at Jewish buildings throughout the UK, including CCTV.

READ MORE

Social media
CST Facebook campaign subject to antisemitic abuse
CST launched the #AntisemitismHurtsMeToo campaign as part of the Create Against
Hate project set up by Facebook. The campaign reached over 3.5 million users, but
atracted a disappointing amount of online antisemitic hate speech.

READ MORE

CST works with the European Commission to tackle hate online
The European Commission released the results of the third round of its social
media illegal hate speech monitoring. CST has been involved in the project from its
inception with the Code of Conduct in 2016.

READ MORE

Facebook bans far right Britain First from their platform
CST welcomed the decision made by Facebook to remove the Britain First Facebook
page. Britain First is a far right “street protest movement” whose leaders have been
jailed for religiously aggravated harassment.

READ MORE

Other news
Man planning to travel to Islamic State found guilty
A 38-year-old man from Somalia has been found guilty of preparing acts of terrorism,
including on the UK Jewish community. Aweys Shikhey, living in North London, was
arrested as he prepared to board a flight intending to then travel on to Syria.

READ MORE

Top Barnet Police Officer examines 17 years of faith hate crime
Barnet’s top Police officer, Detective Chief Superintendent (DCS) and Borough
Commander Simon Rose, has recently completed a Masters thesis that investigates
the solvability factors behind antisemitic and anti-Muslim hate crime.

READ MORE

How the Holocaust swept away European Jewish soccer
CST’s Dr Dave Rich examines how Jews transformed soccer just as they transformed
so many aspects of European life, but unlike the Jewish artists, philosophers and
writers of that period they are all but forgotten.

READ MORE

International Women’s Day 2018
Everyone should play a part in empowering women. This includes CST. We would
like to take this opportunity to thank women for the vital role you play in protecting
the Jewish community and to encourage you to continue doing so.
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